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Junction stability and donor deactivation in silicon at high doping limit has been a longstanding issue in advanced semiconductor devices. Recently, heavily doped epitaxial Si:P layer
with phosphorus concentrations as high as 3 x 1021 at. /cm3 has been employed in nanowire
field-effect transistor (FET) devices for sub-3 nm technology node as low resistance sourcedrain and channel stressor. In such highly doped Si:P, the actual dopant activation is much less
than nominal phosphorus concentration due to inactive phosphorus atoms arising from dopantvacancy defects (PnV) clustering phenomenon. Even with state-of-the-art high temperature
millisecond annealing, this epitaxial film is thermally unstable upon subsequent thermal
treatments. To overcome this limitation, we demonstrate a selective dopant activation scheme
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which results from the dipole moments of inactive PnV structures within the crystal lattice and
their direct energy coupling with the external electric field. It’s found that superior stability in
dopant activation can be achieved through microwave annealing when a specific temperature
and field conditions are met using a triple-parallel-susceptor setup in the microwave cavity.
Based on experimental results and ab-initio calculation, we proposed a model, whereas the
microwave-PnV interactions result in a specific distribution of dopant defect dominated by
thermally stable P4V clusters through elimination of unstable low order PnV, leading to the
suppression of donor deactivation and achieving thermally stable junction.
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Silicon is considered as one of the most technologically relevant materials today and its
continuing development is the cornerstone of technological innovation such as artificial
intelligence and next generation wireless communication. The speed of electronic devices relies
on the free carrier concentration available in the semiconductor. The generation of free carriers
requires achieving high concentration of electrically active dopants, typically controlled by doping
and annealing techniques. The selective growth of in-situ doped epitaxial Si:P1-4 is a major
innovation that can significantly reduce source-drain external resistance and simultaneously act as
stressor for advanced field effect transistor options beyond 3nm including gate-all-around (GAA)
nanowire and FinFET devices.5-7 The continuing device scaling demands for ever-increasing
phosphorus concentration [P] in epitaxial Si:P. There has been significant efforts to increase
phosphorus concentration [P] in epitaxial Si:P, and the highest [P] achieved nowadays is about
3x1021 at./cm3 by state-of-the-art epitaxial Si:P processes, virtually limited by its solid solubility.
However, actual dopant activation is often much less than nominal phosphorus concentration due
to a large percentage of inactive phosphorus atoms arising from dopant - vacancy cluster
formation. The P atoms in phosphorus-vacancy (PnV) complexes are inactive because the P atom
bounded to vacancy forms an E-center that acts an acceptor level, and counters the doping effect.4
These impurity clusters have to be electrically activated through annealing, typically at
temperature > 1100 deg C, in particular for nano-structures due to its higher dopant activation
energy,8 to provide free carrier in the semiconductor.
However, dopant deactivation in highly doped Si has been a long-standing issue in
semiconductor devices application.9-17 Such junction instability issue is particularly severe for
highly doped Si:P source/drain stressors in nanowire devices with P concentration >2×1021 at./cm3.
Dhayalan and Chen et al.4,17noted that in a highly doped Si:P layer with P concentration >1×1021
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at./cm3, the dopant activation level was only about 2×1020 at./cm3 due to the large amount of
vacancy centered dopant clusters (PnV, n=1-4) that are electrically inactive. Subjecting the asdeposited epitaxial layer to a high temperature millisecond annealing (MSA) process such as from
laser or flash lamp,18 it was found that a fraction of the P atoms can be activated and can result in
an increase in electrical conductivity.4 However, it was observed that these activated dopants were
thermally unstable and tended to deactivate significantly upon subsequent thermal processing at
temperature range between 600 to 700 deg C. The deactivation mechanism of the group V donors
in heavily doped silicon have been reported in previous studies.15-17 However, an annealing
solution to avoid the dopant deactivation phenomenon has been lacking.
In this work we address the above issue by proposing a selective activation scheme through
triple-parallel-susceptor assisted microwave annealing. This relies on the direct energy coupling
between non-vanishing dipole moment of inactivated dopant-defect complexes and external
electromagnetic field. This interaction between electromagnetic field and PnV is expected to
eliminate unstable low-order PnV(n=1-3), resulting in a specific distribution of the dopant defect
dominated by thermally stable P4V clusters. As a result, the dopant deactivation can be effectively
suppressed.
This paper is divided into two parts: experimental and theoretical. The experimental part
discusses the deactivation phenomena in Si:P and thermal stability of P activation under various
thermal annealing treatments. We compared the proposed triple-parallel susceptor microwave
annealing (TPS-MWA) treatments to two other well-known approaches: laser annealing (LSA)
and flash lamp millisecond annealing (MSA). The effect of dopant deactivation was characterized
using sheet resistance measurements (Rsh), Hall measurement, and secondary ion mass
spectroscopy (SIMS). In the theoretical part, we employed ab-initio calculation to derive formation
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energy, electronic density distribution and dipole moments of PnV (n=1-4) clusters. The simulation
shows non-vanishing dipole moments in PnV structures (n=1-3), which is key to achieve selective
dopant activation through the interaction with external electric field as we proposed in this work.
A 30nm thick, lightly and heavily doped epitaxial Si:P film was grown on a 200mm
(resistivity 8-12Ωcm) <100> p-type Si wafer in a reduced pressure chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) chamber (Applied Centura RP Epi™) with dichlorosilane (DCS) and phosphine (PH3) as
precursors. The CVD epitaxial Si:P was grown at a temperature of 650 deg C under a growth
pressure of 300 mTorr.3 The growth rate of Si:P on blanket silicon is about 50nm/hr. Rapid thermal
annealing (RTA) with temperature 600-950 deg C (Helios® XP RTP, Mattson Technology) and
MSA at 1150 deg C (LA-3000-F, Dai Nippon Screen) were used as the benchmarks for the MWA
process. For the MWA, the irradiation incorporating with or without impurity doped-SiC
susceptors was performed at microwave power of 12kW, 14kW and 15kW and with dwell times
at 110sec to 300sec in a prototype microwave annealing chamber (AXOM multimode cavity
microwave annealing system, DSG Technologies). It was observed that with our susceptor design,
the sample configuration in the susceptor and the microwave power setting were critical to the
final dopant activation result. In our samples, we were able to obtain effective annealing for our
dopant activation below 700 deg C only by finding the optimum MWA annealing and choosing an
optimal distance of the small spacing between the impurity doped susceptors. While the exact
mechanism for microwave-sample-susceptor interaction is not yet completely known, this study
reports our findings which demonstrate that an optimal configuration can yield an optimal
activation result.
A pyrometer was employed to monitor the susceptor and sample temperature during
annealing. To examine the evolution of the electrically active dose, the Si:P samples, including
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pre-and post-annealing cases, were characterized by a four-point probe sheet resistance and Halleffect measurements (Hall 8800, Swin). Dopant atom distributions were analyzed using highresolution secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) (Physical Electronics ADEPT-1010).
For the ab-initio simulations, we used the Vienna ab-initio Simulation Package
(VASP)19,20employing the projector augmented wave (PAW) method21 and PBE-PAW
pseudopotentials.22 Defects were embedded in the cubic supercells with 216 Si atoms. A Si atom
was removed from the cell to create a vacancy (V) or replaced by P to include substitutional P
atoms. The atom positions were relaxed using a conjugate gradient algorithm until the force acting
on each atom was less than 0.01eV Å−1. The volume of the cubic simulation cells was also modified
so that the absolute value of the external pressure was lower than 0.05kBar. Periodic boundary
conditions were applied in three spatial directions. We used a 450eV plane-wave kinetic energy
cut-off, and a 4×4×4 Γ-centered Monkhorst-Pack k-point mess23 for sampling of the Brillouin
zone. We considered only neutral charge states in our calculations.
We used the CHARGEMOL program24,25 to evaluate the dipole moments of PnV clusters from
the electronic density distribution obtained in VASP calculations. This program computed the
Density Derived Electrostatics and Chemical (DDEC) net atomic charges and atomic multipoles
for periodic and non-periodic systems, which has been proven to properly describe many different
systems 26,27

The aim for source-drain junction engineering for sub-3 nm nanowire FET technology node
is to achieve a sheet resistance Rsh as low as possible and a junction depth Xj as shallow as
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Figure 1. (a) Susceptor setup in a microwave cavity using a triple-susceptor (TPS)
configuration where the sample is placed on the middle susceptor with a controlled spacing
5mm. The inset depicted the E field distribution between susceptor plates. (b) Resistivity of
Si:P was measured as a function of the annealing time at 680 deg C at RTA and MWA at
14kW.
possible. Previously MWA for dopant activation have achieved a comparable R sh-Xj result as
compare to isothermal rapid thermal annealing process (RTA).28 However, the MWA remain a
bulk heating and a long thermal process (> 50sec), the achieved Rsh-Xj is therefore constrained by
thermal budget and unable to match state-of-the-art millisecond annealing process.29 To overcome
this thermal budget limitation, our idea is to achieve dopant activation through a direct energy
coupling with inactive dopant structures at temperature below 700 deg C. We attempted various
susceptor setups in cavity to achieve this goal. Figure. 1 (a) shows an optimum triple-parallelsusceptor setup in the MWA cavity, including the sample holder and susceptor support. The
susceptor is comprised of doped Si substrate coated with SiC layer. During MWA process, the
temperature of the susceptor rises to target range, thereby the susceptors essentially becomes
metallic and behaves as parallel capacitor, each with a specific spacing controlled below 5mm
from the sample. This configuration leads to a uniform electric field perpendicular to the target
sample surface, whereas in the conventional setup without such a susceptor configuration, the
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electromagnetic field of the microwave is expected to be randomly oriented. The triple-parallelsusceptor configuration is critical to allow us to tune the field, and sample temperature to reach a
threshold enabling effective direct energy coupling for selective dopant activation.
Fig. 1(b) shows the resistivity as a function of anneal duration. The resistivity of the asdeposited Si:P is 0.35 m-cm (black symbol), and it monotonically decreased with increased
processing time at a constant MWA power of 14kW, with the substrate temperature kept at 680
deg C (as monitored by a pyrometer). Resistivity as low as 0.16 m-cm was obtained after 300
sec in MWA (the blue symbols). The Rsh trend of Si:P in TPS-MWA process is drastically different
from the RTA annealing. As shown the red symbols in Fig. 1(a), using an RTA process that
processes equivalent thermal budget as MWA at the same substrate temperature, resistivity is
monotonically increasing with time, indicating dopant deactivation instead. This indicates that the
dopant activation achieved in the MWA process was not due to a purely thermal effect. In addition,
the TPS-MWA treated Si:P sample could be thermally stable.
In heavily doped Si, a high temperature thermal annealing is usually employed to enhance
dopant activation level. However, these activated dopants tend to be thermally unstable upon
subsequent milder thermal treatments such as RTA. This unstable junction issue is particularly
pronounced at high dopant concentration. To better understand the effect of dopant concentration
on the deactivation behaviors, Fig 2(a) shows the evolution of the resistivity of Si:P in sequence
of thermal annealing for different phosphorus concentration. At lower [P] = 2x1020 at./cm3, the
resistivity remained nearly unchanged before and after thermal sequence, suggesting relatively
stable dopant incorporation in Si lattice. In contrast, at higher [P] > 5x1020 at./cm3 the resistivity
of Si:P first decreases after MSA annealing as a result of dopant activation. However, after a
subsequent RTA treatment, resistivity increases dramatically due to dopant deactivation. The
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above observation showed that even though Si:P of higher [P] exhibits significantly lower
resistivity after MSA, the donor deactivation effect could lead to a higher final resistivity after
RTA. In another words, the activated dopants in highly doped Si are not thermally stable.

Figure 2. (a) Evolution of resistivity of Si:P substrate in sequence of thermal annealing for
different phosphorus concentration. (b) Increase in sheet resistance (Rsh) for Si:P samples as
a function of RTA annealing temperatures for two different activation processes: TPS-MWA
and MSA.

Thermal stability of TPS-MWA annealed Si:P sample at high doping limits was examined by
evolution of sheet resistance in a series of thermal annealing at a technologically relevant
temperature associated with advanced semiconductor processes. The deactivation thermal
annealing was performed for 300s at a temperature range of 600-780 deg C. As shown in Fig. 2(b),
the post-microwave annealed samples show relatively small Rsh changes for RTA temperature
range up to 700 deg C. In contrast, the Rsh change of the post-MSA annealed sample increased
monotonically with increasing RTA temperature up to 700 deg C, where it reached the maximum
Rsh value. The above observations indicated that TPS-MWA results in a more thermally stable
junction, which is attributed to less dopant deactivation phenomena.

To verify this, Hall

measurement is used to obtain carrier concentration in these samples. As shown in Fig. 3(a), the
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Si:P samples that are subjected to MSA 1150 deg C and RTA thermal cycles show less carriers,
or more pronounced donor deactivation, in accordance to the sheet resistance behavior. In
particular, the sample annealed by LSA at a higher temperature at 1225 deg C showed significant
donor deactivation (~78%), where the free carrier concentration drops from a super-saturation
8.9x1020 to 1.9x1020 cm-3. In contrast, for TPS-MWA annealed samples, the deactivation amount
was only 5% at 4x1020, resulting in much higher carrier concentration than those of MSA and LSA
counterparts, after the post-thermal treatments.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) Free carrier concentration change before and after post thermal RTA treatment
for various thermally treated Si:P at 3 x 1021 at./cm3. (b) Phosphorus SIMS profiles in the
epitaxial Si:P film after various annealing conditions.

One of the key metrics for Si:P anneal is the dopant diffusion, which needs to be kept at
minimal to enable a box-like sharp profile. ToF-SIMS analysis is employed to investigate the
doping profile after TPS-MWA, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The results showed a nearly diffusion-less
junction at dopant concentration 2 x 1020 at./cm3 for both MSA and TPS-MWA, indicating that
the sheet resistance reduction is mainly attributed to the increase in dopant activation rather than
the dopant diffusion. The phosphorus profile of TPS-MWA sample showed a less sharp transition
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compared to MSA annealed sample at concentration below 6E19. This slightly dopant diffusion is
believed due to the migration of mobile dopant-vacancy cluster (P1V and P2V) during isothermal
annealing process at temperature 680 deg C under MWA.30,31

The above observations suggest that the available pathways for dopant deactivation in Si:P
are different for MWA annealed sample compared to LSA and MSA. During MSA and LSA, the
UV-visible and near-infrared radiation from the Xeon lamps and CO2 laser are absorbed by the
Si:P layer through bandgap and/or free-carrier absorption, which is a non-selective interaction and
acts on the bulk of the samples. The thermal annealing of a heavily doped Si:P by MSA or LSA
is accompanied by generation of lower order PnV defects. Larsen et al.30 showed that annealing of
the vacancy-phosphorus pairs could form a new defect associated with a P2V cluster. Vanki et al.31
observed that though vacancies can be dissolved from PnV at high temperature, upon cooling the
vacancies are quenched to P3V cluster. Among the four kinds of PnV (n=1-4), it appears that P4V
possesses the most thermodynamically stable defect as its formation energy is the lowest.17

After

annealing, these low-order PnV (n<4) will continue to evolve into a higher order PnV (n=3,4) at
moderate thermal energy and thus result in deactivation of the dopants as shown in Fig. 2(b).
Therefore, the post-MSA or LSA samples are thermally unstable due to the presence of these lower
order PnV defects.

On the contrary, microwave energy may preferentially interact with vacancy-dopant clusters
that possess non-zero dipole moments, whereas the symmetric P4V with a zero net dipole moment
is expected to be inert with respect to coupling with microwave energy. Consequently, the P4V
dominates the PnV re-distribution in an epitaxial Si:P after MWA, and the post-MWA annealed
sample would be more thermally stable, as shown in Fig. 2(b). To confirm these dipole-moment
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dependent interactions in MWA, we seek to investigate the detailed electronic characteristics of
PnV with n=1-4 by ab-initio simulation.

We performed ab-initio calculation to examine electronic properties, including formation
energy and electric dipole moments, of various P-vacancy clusters that are believed to be
responsible for most electrically inactive dopants in Si. The atomic configurations considered
include the monovacancy (V) configuration, and PnV clusters with n=1-4 where P atoms were
placed at neighboring lattice sites around the vacancy position. We considered D2d symmetry
configurations for the vacancy as it corresponds to the lower energy Si vacancy configuration for
the neutral charge state.32 The simulation cell size includes 216 Si atoms, and the formation energy
of P-vacancy clusters shown in Table. 1 was calculated as indicated in equations 1 and 2, where
Ps refers to a substitutional P atom.
𝑓

𝐸𝑃𝑠 = 𝐸𝑇 𝑐𝑆𝑖215 𝑃𝑆 − 𝐸𝑇 (𝑐𝑆𝑖216 )
𝑓

𝐸𝑃𝑛 𝑉= 𝐸 𝑃 𝑉 −
𝑇 𝑛

𝐸 𝑐𝑆𝑖216
{215
216 𝑇

(1)
𝑓

+ 𝑛𝐸𝑃1

(2)

Formation energies are summarized in Table 1, in agreement with previous calculations.17, 3234

Slight differences in the energies arose when the different simulation cell size was adopted (e.g.

64 atoms crystalline Si simulation cells were used,17,33 or a different energy reference for
evaluating the formation energy of complexes was employed.33 Nevertheless, the high stability of
P4V cluster was a common trend in both present and previous theoretical calculations. The negative
formation energy of a P4V cluster suggests that its thermal stability should be higher when
compared to other lower order PnV clusters.
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Table. 1
Formation energy of studied complexes from Eq. [2].

Defect
V(D2d)

Formation energy
3.63 eV

P1V

2.52 eV

P2V

1.00 eV

P3V

0.10 eV

P4V

-1.43 eV

We also evaluated the electronic density distribution in the atomic configurations considered.
Fig. 4 shows the electronic density plots of the valence electrons for the PnV clusters. We chose
an electronic density reference level of 0.036 Å-3 (white color in Fig. 4) to separate the regions
with low electronic density (blue regions) from the regions with high electronic density (red
regions). Thus, it was easy to identify by visual inspection the electronic density plot atomic
positions (dark blue dots which correspond to core regions of atoms as only valence electrons are
represented), interstitial spaces (light blue regions) and atomic bonds (intense red regions). Since
P atoms have 5 valence electrons, their location corresponded to the intense red regions indicated
by black dashed circles in Fig. 4. There were some atomic rearrangements of dangling bonds
around the vacancy in the P2V cluster (Fig. 4.b), which made the Si atoms move out of the plotted
plane and the corresponding dark blue dots do not appear in the representation. It can be seen from
Fig. 4 that there was a lower electronic density at the vacancy region as more P atoms are in the
cluster (blue region at the surroundings of the vacancy position). As expected, the electron density
distribution showed asymmetric feature except for the P4V cluster (Fig. 4.d). This indicated the
existence of a non-vanishing dipole moment in the PnV (n=1-3) clusters. In particular, due to the
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symmetry of the charge distribution in the P4V cluster, its net dipole moment was negligible. This
was not the case for other PnV clusters where the dipole moment points in the direction away from
the P atoms and towards their first Si neighbors. The dipole moments for each PnV are depicted
and summarized in Fig. 5.

This dipole moment can couple to the external electric fields which can induce charge
oscillations that eventually result in localized atomic movements in the vicinity of the PnV clusters
with net dipole moments. Depending on the dipole moment orientation of the PnV cluster, the
selective energy coupling with microwave was found to result in selective dopant activation at a
microscopic level within the localized lattice of the film.

0.543 nm

Fig. 4

P4V cluster in Si lattice
structure. Phosphorus (red),
Vacancy (blue)

Figure 4. Electronic density plots of valence electrons for PnV complexes. The origin of plots
is located at the center of the plot and corresponds to the position of the vacancy before
relaxing the atomic configuration. Black dashed circles indicate the location of P atoms. Inset
plot shows a P4V cluster in Si lattice structure.

Through the experimental results and theoretical calculation, we believe that the superior
thermal stability feature with TPS-MWA annealed samples was due to a different PnV distribution
dominated by the P4V cluster. In TPS-microwave annealing process, the average sample
temperature was maintained through background dielectric heating within bulk substrate
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5.8GHz MWA

Epitaxial Si:P
Si Substrate

Selective dopant activation through direct energy
coupling with PnV (n<4), a non-thermal effect
Non-selective dielectric heating involve atomic
polarization, electronic polarization, this support
bulk temperature

Figure 5. Net atomic charges (color scale) and dipole moments (black arrows) of PnV
clusters obtained from the electronic density distribution using CHARGEMOL program.
Dipole moment direction and magnitude are indicated. P atoms have larger positive charges
(intense red atoms), while first Si neighbors of P atoms have a larger negative charge (intense
blue atoms). For better visualization, only atoms up to 6Å from the vacancy position are
shown and net atomic dipole moments are centered at the vacancy position. Inset depicted
selective dopant activation through direct energy coupling with the non-vanishing dipole
moment in PnV (n<4) as a contrast to the non-selective dielectric heating that support bulk
temperature of sample

(inset of Fig. 5). It was obvious that the observed dopant activation cannot be accounted for in
such low background temperature below 700 deg C. On the contrary, the fact that a high doping
activation compare to MSA annealing temperature at 1150 deg C indicates that a highly efficient
coupling to the microwave was present for the dopant vacancy cluster. As depicted in the inset of
Fig. 5, this activation appears to be a selective process in nature due to the non-zero dipole moment
of the PnV structures (n=1-3). This result also suggested that the evolution of lower order PnV
clusters toward energetically favored P4V structures at moderate temperatures (600-700 deg C)
was responsible for the so-called dopant deactivation phenomenon widely observed in the highly
doped Si:P sample. We believe that the phenomenon of the donor deactivation suppression as
observed in our study, can also be seen for other donors such as Arsenic (As), Antimony (Sb) and
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other substrate material such as Ge and SiGe since the dominant donor deactivation mechanism
for such donors (e.g. P, As, Sb) appear to be associated with the formation of dopant-vacancy
clusters.17,35,36

In summary, we have demonstrated that with the assistance of an optimum triple-parallelsusceptor set-up and optimal sample configuration, a direct energy coupling effect in microwave
annealing process can be achieved. This unique feature is able to achieve selective dopant
activation in heavily doped Si:P at a low temperature below 700 deg C. For the first time, the
obtained shallow junction not only can provide high carrier concentration compared to state-ofthe-art MSA and LSA process typically achieved at temperatures above 1100 deg C, but it can also
offer superior thermal stability for activated dopants by eliminating lower-order PnV clusters. This
indicates that controlling the lower order donor vacancy cluster distribution within a heavily doped
Si layer is a key important factor in overcoming the well-known donor deactivation limitation for
semiconductor application.
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